The notions of entropy and co-entropy associated to partitions have been generalized to coverings when Pawlak's rough set theory based on partitions has been extended to covering rough sets. Unfortunately, the monotonicities of entropy and co-entropy with respect to the standard partial order on partitions do not behave well in this generalization. Taking the coverings and the covering lower and upper approximation operations into account, we introduce a novel entropy and the corresponding co-entropy in this paper. The new entropy and co-entropy exhibit the expected monotonicity, provide a measure for the fineness of the pairs of the covering lower and upper approximation operations, and induce a quasi-order relation on coverings. We illustrate the theoretical development by the first, second, and third types of covering lower and upper approximation operations.
Introduction
Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak in the early 1980s [17, 18] , is a mathematical tool to deal with vague or uncertain knowledge in information systems. It has originally described the indiscernibility of elements in a universe U by an equivalence relation. The equivalence relation can partition U into blocks in the way that two elements equivalent to each other are put into one block. According to Pawlak's terminology in [19] , any subset X of U is called a concept in U. If the concept X is a union of some blocks, then X is precise, otherwise X is vague. The basic idea of rough set theory consists in describing vague concepts with a pair of precise concepts, its lower and upper approximations [19] , and thus, a basic problem in this theory is to reason about the accessible granules of knowledge. In the literature (see, for example [1, 13, 16, 23, 24, 26, 32, 35, 38, 39] ), various knowledge granulations (also, information granulations or granulation measures), as an average measure of knowledge granules, have been proposed and investigated. Among them, there are several information-theoretic measures of uncertainty or granularity for rough sets [1, 12, 13, 16, 23, 24, 26, 32, 38] , which are based upon the Shannon entropy introduced by Shannon in his landmark paper [27] ; for more details, we refer the reader to the excellent survey papers [3, 40] .
Although the classical rough set theory has a great importance in several fields, the requirement of equivalence relation as the indiscernibility relation is too restrictive for many applications. As an extension of the classical rough sets, partitions arising from equivalence relations are relaxed to coverings [6, 7, 21, 31, 41, 48] or other algebraic structures [20, 28] . The covering of a universe is used to construct the lower and upper approximations of every subset of the universe. Several different types of covering rough sets have been proposed and investigated; see, for example [10, 25, 34, 36, 46, 47, 50] . Correspondingly, a few attempts have been made for generalizing some information-theoretic measures of uncertainty or granularity for classical rough sets into covering rough sets (see [2] [3] [4] 11, 15] and the bibliographies therein). As pointed out in [3] , a problem that rises in extending the partition approach to the covering context is that from mutually equivalent formulations of the partial order on partitions one may obtain different orders on coverings. This leads to observation that the monotonicities of entropy and co-entropy with respect to the standard partial order on partitions do not behave well in this generalization. To the best of our knowledge, the unique positive result along this path is based on the partial order induced from a covering and its completion [2] .
It is worth noting that all the information-theoretic measures mentioned above are only dependent on the underlying partition or covering itself, independent of the (covering) lower and upper approximation operations. This seems somewhat unreasonable since the basic idea of rough set theory aims at characterizing vague concepts by the lower and upper approximations. In other words, the result of this characterization relies on both the partition (or covering) and the approximations. In light of this, taking the partition and the approximations into account, the authors [44] developed information-theoretic entropy and co-entropy functions to measure the uncertainty and granularity of an approximation space in the classical rough set theory. In this paper, we apply the idea in [44] to covering rough sets and introduce a novel entropy and the corresponding co-entropy for a covering approximation space. The new entropy and co-entropy exhibit the expected monotonicity, provide a measure for the fineness of the pairs of the covering lower and upper approximation operations, and induce a quasi-order relation on coverings. Following [50] , we illustrate the theoretical development by the first, second, and third types of covering lower and upper approximation operations. In fact, our approach can be directly applied to other types of covering rough sets. More generally, one can construct a uniform form of entropy (and co-entropy) for any kind of granular space (or approximation space) including a covering approximation space by representing such spaces as a uniform form, i.e., the granular space constructed by the neighborhood information granules induced by each object. Recently, for the entropies that are independent of lower and upper approximation operations, Qian et al. have contributed some excellent results on their uniform form (see [23, 24] ).
Although the present work is a continuation of [44] , there are some essential differences: In [44] , we only need to consider the standard partial order on partitions and the classical Pawlak's approximation operations. The monotonicities of entropy and co-entropy with respect to the standard partial order behave quite well. Our monotonicities of entropy and co-entropy in the paper are based upon the partial order on the power set of the universe, which is induced from the covering and the covering lower and upper approximation operations used. The entropy is exploited to compare the fineness of the pairs of covering lower and upper approximation operations. This comparison is not interesting in classical rough sets since there are only Pawlak's approximation operations arising in classical rough sets. In addition, [44] addresses the relationship of co-entropies between different universes, which is left for future study in the context of covering rough sets.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall some basics of Pawlak's rough set theory and the first, second, and third types of covering rough sets. For later use, one kind of entropy and the corresponding co-entropy for Pawlak's rough sets have also been reviewed in this section. In Section 3, we introduce our notions of entropy and co-entropy. Their monotonicities are explored in Section 4. At the same time, we give a measure for the fineness of the pairs of the covering lower and upper approximation operations and establish a quasi-order relation on coverings. Section 5 concludes the work presented and identifies some interesting problems for further research.
Covering rough sets
In this section, we recall some basic concepts of covering approximation space, the covering lower approximation operation, and three types of covering upper approximation operations. Let us start with some basic notions in Pawlak's rough set theory [17, 18] .
Throughout the paper, let U be a finite and nonempty universal set. We write 2 U for the power set of U and |X| for the cardinality of a set X. Recall that a partition π of U is a collection of nonempty subsets of U such that every element x of U is in exactly one of these subsets. Such subsets are also called elementary sets; every union of elementary sets is called a definable set. For any X ⊆ U, one can describe X by a pair of lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation app π X of X is defined as the greatest definable set contained in X, while the upper approximation app π X of X is defined as the least definable set containing X. Formally,
The pair app π X, app π X is referred to as the rough set approximation of X. The ordered pair U, π is said to be an approximation space.
In [8, 16, 32, 39] , the Shannon entropy [27] has been introduced as a measure of the uncertainty of a partition.
Definition 2.1 [8, 16, 32, 39] . Let U, π be an approximation space, where the partition π consists of blocks U i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, each having cardinality n i . The information entropy H(π ) of partition π is defined by
Complementing to the information entropy, the following notion has been investigated in [3, 4, 13, 39] .
Definition 2.2 [3, 4, 13, 39] . Let U, π be an approximation space, where the partition π consists of blocks
It turns out that H(π ) + G(π ) = log n. Recall that in Pawlak's rough set theory, there is a partial order " " defined on the set (U) of all partitions of U: For any π, σ ∈ (U), π σ if and only if for any C ∈ π , there exists D ∈ σ such that C ⊆ D. The notation π ≺ σ means that π σ and π = σ . The following two facts have been proven in [32] and [13] , respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Let π and σ be two partitions of U. If π ≺ σ , then
Clearly, the notion of partitions plays an important role in the rough set approximations. As an extension of partitions, coverings of the universe have been used to define the lower and upper approximations. We first review the concept of coverings.
The ordered pair U, C is said to be a covering approximation space.
It follows from the above definition that any partition of U is certainly a covering of U. For convenience, the members of a general covering (not necessarily a partition) are also called elementary sets.
In the literature, there are several kinds of rough sets induced by a covering [6, 7, 21, 34, 41, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Following [49, 50] , we focus on three types of covering rough sets in the paper. The lower approximation operations are the same for all the three types, but the upper approximation operations are different. Definition 2.4 [6] . Let C be a covering of U. The covering lower approximation operation CL :
In other words, CL(X) is the union of elementary sets which are subsets of X. To state the first and third types of covering upper approximation operations, it is convenient to introduce the following notion. Definition 2.5 [6] . Let C be a covering of U. For any x ∈ U, the minimal description Md(x) of x is defined by
By definition, the minimal description Md(x) of x is the set of minimal elementary sets containing x. Note that CL(X) ⊆ X ⊆ U, while Md(x) ⊆ 2 U . Let us recall the definitions of the first, second, and third types of covering upper approximation operations. Definition 2.6 (FH [6] , SH [21, 49] , and TH [30] 
We call FH, SH, and TH the first, second, and third types of covering upper approximation operations, respectively.
In other words, FH(X) is the union of the covering lower approximation CL(X) and the minimal descriptions of elements in X − CL(X); SH(X) is the union of elementary sets which have a nonempty intersection with X; TH(X) is exactly the union of the minimal descriptions of all elements in X.
As pointed out in [50] , it always holds that for any X ⊆ U,
It follows from the definition that
A covering rough set in the covering approximation space U, C is the family of all subsets of U sharing the same covering lower and upper approximations. Thus, the general notion of covering rough set can be simply identified with the covering rough approximation of any given set.
Entropy and co-entropy
This section is devoted to a novel notion of entropy and the corresponding co-entropy. Let us begin with some notations. Throughout this section, we write U, C for a covering approximation space and assume that |U| = n. For generality, we write app C X and app C X for the covering lower and upper approximations of X ⊆ U, respectively, that is, app C includes, but is not limited to, CL and app C includes, but is not limited to, FH, SH, and TH. The unique requirement is that app C X ⊆ X ⊆ app C X for any X ⊆ U, which is satisfied by the first, second, and third types of covering approximation operations. We call the pair app C X, app C X the covering rough approximation of X.
Observe that the operations app C and app C give rise to a mapping f :
U defined as follows: for any
The mapping f is called the covering rough approximation mapping associated to U, C .
We thus see that the image Im f of f is
which is exactly the set of covering rough approximations of all subsets of U. Note that the set Im f is not a multiset, that is, the same element cannot appear more than once in Im f . In general, we have that |Im f | ≤ 2 n since the subset X of U in Eq.
(5) has only 2 n alternatives.
and assume that |A i | = r i . In other words, r i is the number of subsets of U that have the covering rough approximation [17] , where C is a partition and f (X) = (CL(X), SH(X)); a detailed survey of this interpretation has been given by Yao in [37] and the equivalence classes corresponding to the partition are called P-rough sets.
As a result, we get by Eq. (5) that
To illustrate the above concepts, let us examine an example.
Example 3.1. Consider U = {1, 2, 3, 4} and C = {{1}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}}. In this case, U has 16 subsets. For each subset X of U, we compute the first type of covering rough approximation of X; the results are listed in Table 1 .
Let f 1 be the first type of covering rough approximation mapping, namely, f 1 (X) = (CL(X), FH(X)). Hence, we see that
As an example, let us calculate r 4 . By definition, Table 3 The second type of covering rough approximations in Example 3.1. Table 5 The third type of covering rough approximations in Example 3.1. Table 6 The third type of covering rough approximations and corresponding subsets in Example 3.1.
This is exactly the number of subsets of U that have the covering rough set approximation (∅, U), which can be counted from Table 1 . In light of this, we may get Table 2 by rearranging Table 1 . It follows immediately from Table 2 that r 4 = 3 and r i = 1 for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 14} − {4}.
For subsequent need, let us compute the second and third types of covering rough approximations and list the subset(s) corresponding to each covering rough approximation; all data are presented in Tables 3-6.
Recall that the basic idea of rough set theory aims at describing vague concepts (i.e., subsets of the universe) by the lower and upper approximations. For example, we see from Table 1 that {2} and {3} are described by (∅, {1, 2}) and (∅, U), respectively. On the other hand, Table 2 shows us that {3}, {2, 3}, and {2, 4} are described by (∅, U) and all other subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4} are uniquely described by a pair of lower and upper approximations. Similarly, Table 4 shows that {3}, {2, 3}, and {2, 4} are described by (∅, U), {1, 3} and {1, 4} are described by ({1}, U), {3, 4} and {2, 3, 4} are described by ({3, 4}, U) , and all other subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4} are uniquely described by a pair of lower and upper approximations. Table 6 shows that {3}, {2, 3}, and {2, 4} are described by (∅, U), {3, 4} and {2, 3, 4} are described by ({3, 4}, U) , and all other subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4} are uniquely described by a pair of lower and upper approximations. Intuitively, in terms of the uncertainty of describing vague concepts, the second type of covering rough approximations associated to U, C in Example 3.1 gives a greater degree of uncertainty than the third type, while the third one gives a greater degree of uncertainty than the first type. On the other hand, the uncertainty of describing vague concepts is closely related to the granularity of the classification induced by approximation operators. The lower the degree of uncertainty, the finer the classification. These observations motivate us to measure this kind of uncertainty associated to the covering approximation space and the approximation operators.
Since we are concerned with the description of subsets of U, we may assume that every subset of U appears with the same probability 1/2 n . As a result, the covering rough approximation (A i , A i ) appears with the accumulative probability r i /2 n and we thus obtain a probability distribution 
where C = {{1}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}}. More formally, it gives a discrete random variable on the finite set Im f .
According to Shannon's information theory [27] , the Shannon entropy function of the probability distribution P app app (C ) is defined as follows. 
The convention 0 log 0 = 0 is adopted in the definition. The logarithm is usually taken to the base 2, in which case the entropy is measured in "bits". In the above definition, for simplicity we have omitted the universe U in the notation H app app (C ). Following the explanation of Shannon entropy in information theory, the information − log r i 2 n related to the probability r i 2 n of occurrence of the "event" A i can be interpreted as a measure of the uncertainty due to the knowledge of this probability. Further, the information entropy of probability distribution (. . . , We thus see that
, which is coincident with the observation after Example 3.1.
To measure the granularity with respect to the approximation operators app and app carried by the covering C , following [3, 4] we introduce the concept of co-entropy, which corresponds to the information entropy in Definition 3.1. 
The quantity log r i (i.e., log |A i |) represents the measure of the granularity associated to the knowledge supported by the "granule" A i . Therefore, the co-entropy G 
More generally, it follows directly from Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 that
It means that the two measures complement each other with respect to the constant quantity n = |U|, which is invariant with respect to the choice of the covering C of U. This justifies the term "co-entropy". We depict the process of computing entropy and co-entropy as well as their relationship in Fig. 1 .
We end this section with a remark on the definitions of entropy H (15) This means that our entropy and co-entropy are dependent on the partitions of 2 U , not merely on the coverings of U.
The monotonicities of entropy and co-entropy
In this section, we pay our attention to the monotonicities of H and G, which are based upon a new quasi-order relation. 
Recall that is the standard partial order defined on partitions. Consequently, in the above definition we have exploited the standard partial order on the partitions of 2 U to develop the order relation ¢ on the triples C , app, app .
Let us see a simple example arising from Example 3.1. 
Therefore, we have by definition that
It is easy to see that "¢" is a quasi-order relation, namely, a reflexive and transitive, but in general non anti-symmetric relation [5] . The quasi-ordering "¢" has the following properties.
Proof. The anti-monotonicity of H and the monotonicity of G follow immediately from Definition 4.1, Remark 3.1, and Lemma 2.1.
It follows from the above theorem and Example 4.1 that for C = {{1}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}},
which is coincident with the results in Examples 3.2 and 3.3.
Note that Theorem 4.1 provides only a sufficient condition for the entropy and co-entropy to be monotonic. In other words, if one has known either H
(C 2 ) in one way or another, then it is necessary that
Except for this, we cannot say anything more if H and G based on a new quasi-order relation are monotonic.
We are ready to introduce two interesting versions of Definition 4.1: one focuses on the approximation operators and the other focuses on the coverings. 
for any covering C of U.
It follows from
This completes the proof of the lemma.
The following theorem characterizes the fineness of (CL, FH), (CL, SH), and (CL, TH) , that is, from the view of classification induced by approximation operators, (CL, FH) yields the finest classification while (CL, SH) gives the coarsest one. 
Theorem 4.2. (CL, FH) ¢ (CL, TH) ¢ (CL, SH).

Proof. Consider first (CL,
The other version of Definition 4.1 that focuses on the coverings is stated as follows, which provides an order relation on coverings. Definition 4.3. Let C i , i = 1, 2, be a covering of U. We say that C 1 is finer than C 2 with respect to the covering lower and upper approximation operators app and app, denoted by
For any given app and app, "¢ 
We are ready to compare the fineness of coverings with the same reduct. Recall that the following concept of reduct has been proposed for reducing a covering to its simplest form while not changing the covering lower approximation operation and some types of covering upper approximation operations [45, 48] . 
One of the important results on reduct is that reduct(C 1 ) = reduct(C 2 ) if and only if CL 1 (X) = CL 2 (X) for all X ⊆ U, where CL i , i = 1, 2, stands for the covering lower approximation operation associated to the covering C i (see [43, 45, 46, 48] 
Proof. For simplicity, we write CL i , FH i , SH i , and TH i for the approximation operations with respect to the covering C i , where i = 1, 2.
(1) It is sufficient to show that for any
On the other hand, Theorem 8 in [50] says that reduct(C 1 ) = reduct(C 2 ) if and only if FH 1 = FH 2 . As a result, we have that
(2) By the argument of the proof of (1), we only need to verify that
. This follows from Theorem 19 in [50] , which says that
(3) Consider the following counterexample: U = {1, 2, 3, 4}, C 1 = {{1}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}}, and
The covering approximation space U, C 2 has been considered in Example 3.1 and the second type of covering rough approximations and corresponding subsets have been displayed in Table 4 . For U, C 1 , the second type of covering rough approximations and corresponding subsets are given in Table 7. Comparing Tables 4 and 7 , we see that π
Finally, let us compare a quasi-ordering associated to coverings in [4] with our quasi-ordering ¢ app app introduced in Definition 4.3. As recalled in Section 2, there is a partial order " " defined on the set of all partitions, which says that π σ if and only if for any C ∈ π , there exists D ∈ σ such that C ⊆ D. A natural generation of this partial order is as follows. Definition 4.5 [4] . Let C 1 and C 2 be two coverings of U. We say that C 1 C 2 if and only if for any C ∈ C 1 , there exists D ∈ C 2 such that C ⊆ D.
In [4] , it has been shown by some counterexamples that there is no expected monotonicity regularity of the involved entropy and co-entropy with respect to the quasi-ordering " ". The following example shows us that there is no mutual implication between " " and ¢ 
The converse inclusion follows from the symmetry, and thus Eq. (16) holds. For Eq. (17), let C ∈ C 2 and C ∩ X = ∅. Again, C = ∪ k C k for some C k ∈ C 1 , and moreover, there is some C k 0 ∈ C 1 such that C k 0 ∩ X = ∅. We thus get that C k 0 ∈ ∪{C ∈ C 1 |C ∩ X = ∅} = ∪{C ∈ C 1 |C ∩ Y = ∅} ⊆ ∪{C ∈ C 2 |C ∩ Y = ∅}, which means that C k 0 ∩ Y = ∅. As a result, ∪{C ∈ C 2 |C ∩ X = ∅} ⊆ ∪{C ∈ C 2 |C ∩ Y = ∅}. Again, the converse inclusion follows from the symmetry, and thus, Eq. (17) holds. Whence, X ≈ 2 Y , which proves that ≈ 1 ⊆≈ 2 .
Conversely, suppose that ≈ 1 ⊆≈ 2 , that is, for any X, Y ⊆ U, if X ≈ 1 Y then X ≈ 2 Y . For any x, y ∈ U, if x ∼ 1 y, we get by definition that {x} ≈ 1 {y}. Therefore, {x} ≈ 2 {y}, which implies that x ∼ 2 y. We thus see that ∼ 1 ⊆∼ 2 . This completes the proof of the proposition.
Conclusion
In the paper, we have proposed a new concept of entropy and the corresponding co-entropy for covering rough sets. Roughly speaking, the entropy and co-entropy are based upon the induced partition on the power set of the universe. As expected, the entropy and co-entropy are monotonic with respect to a certain quasi-ordering on the coverings and the covering lower and upper approximation operations. In particular, a measure for the fineness of the pairs of the covering lower and upper approximation operations has been presented. As an example, we have applied this measure to compare the first, second, and third types of covering approximation operations. For any given pair of the covering lower and upper approximation operations, we have also shown that there is an induced quasi-order relation on coverings.
Let us present several potential applications of our theoretical development. Along the same line as in [4, 22] , one may apply the entropy and co-entropy defined in the paper to compare or reduce the attributes in an incomplete information system. It would be interesting to reexamine image ambiguity measures [26] , classification rule extraction [29] , and outlier detection [9] by using the entropy introduced here. In addition, as mentioned earlier, for any U, C a pair of approximation operators induces a classification of all subsets of U and the granularity of this classification can be measured by the entropy and co-entropy. As suggested in [17] , for a certain (nonempty) family F of subsets of U we may restrict the induced classification of all subsets of U to the family F, which means that two subsets in F belong to the same class if and only if they have the same lower and upper approximations. By further developing conditioned entropy and co-entropy, we can obtain the granularity measure of classifying F in this way.
There are also some theoretical problems which are worth further studying. Firstly, an efficient algorithm for the entropy and co-entropy remains yet to be designed. At present, we need to consider 2 n subsets of the universal set U, where n = |U|. It seems infeasible when n is very large. Secondly, note that our order "¢" on the triples (C , app, app) is not directly based on the coverings. It is desirable to give an explicit order on coverings that supports the order "¢" for a given pair of the covering lower and upper approximation operations. Based on the explicit order, it is possible to discuss the relationship of entropies or co-entropies between different universes. Finally, some roughness measures for approximations have been investigated in the literature ( [14, 18, 33, 42] ). It is interesting to use the entropy and co-entropy in the paper or [44] to measure the roughness of an approximation. This may motivate a new axiomatic approach to the roughness measure of rough sets.
